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Abstract
In this work a knowledge based methodology has been proposed for Word
Sense Disambiguation for any low resource language. For case study, the
module has been tested on data sets in Bengali language. As a knowledge
base, Bengali WordNet has been used in this work. As this online dictionary is
not a complete knowledge reference, an extension has been adopted to
overcome this scarcity of information. First, the traditional Lesk algorithm has
been developed as baseline knowledge based approach. But, due to less
number of overlap, this baseline method resolute 31% accuracy. Next, an
extension of Context Expansion through Synset analysis has been adopted.
This extension to the algorithm produced the accuracy around 75%. The data
sets have been prepared from the Indian Languages Corpora Initiative (ILCI)
Part-of-Speech Tagged Bangla corpus and the Bengali WordNet has been
developed by Indian Statistical Institute (ISI), Kolkata. The pitfalls and
challenges have been described in this report at last.
Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Word Sense Disambiguation,
Knowledge base, WordNet.
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INTRODUCTION
In all major languages around the world, there are so many words which carry
different meanings according to its use in different contexts. These words are called
ambiguous words. For example, in English language, the words “Bank”, “Plant” etc.
have different meanings in different contexts. Finding the exact sense of an
ambiguous word in a particular context is called Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)
[1-5]. There are three major methodologies for solving this problem, a) Supervised
Methodology, b) Knowledge based Methodology and c) Unsupervised Methodology.
In Supervised Methodology [6-25], sense disambiguation is performed with the help
of previously tagged learning sets. These learning sets contain related sentences for a
particular sense of an ambiguous word. The Supervised methods classify the new test
sentences according to the probability distributions, calculated on these learning sets.
In Knowledge based Methodology [26-36], the exact sense of an ambiguous word is
resoluted with the help of a dictionary or thesauri.
In Unsupervised Methodology [37-39], the sense disambiguation task is performed in
two phases. First, the sentences are clustered using any clustering algorithm and these
clusters are tagged with relevant senses with the help of a linguistic expert. Next, a
distance based similarity measuring technique is used to find the closeness between
the sense-tagged clusters and a new test data. The minimum distance from a sense
tagged cluster assigns that sense to that new test data.
In this work, a Knowledge based method has been proposed for Word Sense
Disambiguation in Bengali language. In Asian languages like Hindi, Bengali, Tamil,
Telugu, Punjabi, Marathi, Malayalam etc., the linguistic resources in computational
environment are inadequate, the knowledge bases like online dictionary, and thesauri
etc. are not a complete knowledge reference. As a result, the traditional approaches
could not produce a satisfactory result. In this work, first the traditional Lesk
approach has been developed as a baseline method. Due to the obvious reason of
scarcity of lexical overlap, the baseline method produced 31% accurate result. As an
extension to this baseline approach, context expansion through synset analysis has
been adopted. This extended method resolute the test data with 75% accuracy.
In this experiment, test data have been prepared from the Bengali Text Corpus,
developed in the Technology Development in Indian Languages (TDIL) project of the
Govt. of India and as a knowledge base, Bengali WordNet has been used which is
developed by Indian Statistical Institute (ISI), Kolkata.
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SURVEY
In this section, a brief survey has been presented on WSD using knowledge based
methodology.
LESK Algorithm
This is the first machine readable dictionary based algorithm built for word sense
disambiguation. This algorithm depends on the overlap of the dictionary definitions of
the words in a sentence. Typical Lesk approach [26, 40] selects a short phrase from
the sentence containing an ambiguous word.
Then, dictionary definition (gloss) of each of the senses for ambiguous word is
compared with glosses of other words in that particular phrase. An ambiguous word is
being assigned with the particular sense, whose gloss has highest frequency (number
of words in common) with the glosses of other words of the phrase.
Semantic Similarity
It is said that words that are related, share common context and therefore the
appropriate sense is chosen by those meanings, found within smallest semantic
distance [41, 42]. This semantic feature is able to provide harmony to whole
discourse. Various similarity measures are used to determine how much two words
are semantically related. When more than two words are there, this approach also
becomes extremely computationally intensive.
Selectional Preferences
Selectional preferences [43-45] find information of the likely relations of word types,
and denote common sense using the knowledge source. For example, Modeling-dress,
Walk-shoes are the words with semantic relationship. In this approach improper word
senses are omitted and only those senses are selected which have harmony with
common sense rules.
The basic idea behind this approach is to count how many times this kind of word pair
occurs in the corpus with syntactic relation. From this count, senses of words will be
identified. There are other methods, which can find this kind of relation among words
using conditional probability.
Heuristic Method
In this approach, the heuristics are evaluated from different linguistic properties to
find the word sense. Three types of heuristics used as a baseline for estimating WSD
system: 1) Most Frequent Sense, 2) One Sense per Discourse and 3) One Sense per
Collocation.
The Most Frequent Sense works by finding all likely senses that a word can have and
it is basically right that one sense occurs often than the others. One Sense per
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Discourse says that a word will preserve its meaning among all its occurrences in a
given text. And finally, One Sense per Collocation is same as One Sense per
Discourse except it is assumed that words that are nearer provide strong and
consistent signals to the sense of a word.

COMPONENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE WORK
The components associated with the work are described belowThe Bengali Corpus
The ILCI POS Tagged Bangla corpus, developed in Technology Development in
Indian Languages (TDIL) project of the Govt. of India has been used in this research
work. This corpus contains text samples from 85 text categories or subject domains
like Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Agriculture, Botany, Child Literature, Mass
Media, etc. covering 11,300 A4 pages, 271102 sentences and 3589220 non-tokenized
words in their inflected and non-inflected forms. Among these total words there are
199245 tokens (i.e., distinct words) each of which appears in the corpus with different
frequency of occurrence. For example while the word মাথা (māthā) “head” occurs 968
times, মাথার (māthār) “of head” occurs 398 times, মাথায় (māthāy) “on head” occurs
729 times followed by other inflected forms like মাথাতে (māthāte) “in head”, মাথাটা
(māthāṭā) “the head”, মাথাটি (māthāṭi) “the head”, মাথাগুত া (māthāgulo) “heads”,
মাথারা (māthārā) “heads”, মাথাতের (māthāder) “to the heads”, মাথারই (māthāri) “of
head itself” with moderate frequency. This corpus is exhaustively used for the
proposed work to extract sentences containing a particular ambiguous word.

The Bengali WordNet
The Bengali WordNet is an online semantic dictionary, used for obtaining the
semantic information of a Bengali word (Dash 2012). It provides different
information about Bengali words and also gives the relationship(s) existing between
words. The Bengali WordNet is being developed with the help of tools provided by
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Bombay. In this WordNet, a user can search for
a Bengali word and get its meaning. In addition, it gives the grammatical category
namely, noun, verb, adjective or adverb of the word being searched. It is noted that a
word may appear in more than one grammatical category and a particular grammatical
category can have multiple senses. The WordNet also provides information for these
categories and all senses for the word being searched.
Apart from the category for each sense, the following set of information for a Bengali
word is presented in the WordNet:
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(a) Meaning of the word,
(b) Example of use of the word
(c) Synonyms (words with similar meanings),
(d) Part-of-speech,
(e) Ontology (hierarchical semantic representation),
(f) Semantic and lexical relations.
At present the Bengali WordNet contains 36534 words covering all major lexical
categories, namely, noun, verb, adjective, and adverb.

Parameters for Evaluating Performance
The efficiencies of the algorithms have been calculated using the conventional
parameters as Precision, Recall, and F-Measure in the following way:
Precision (P) = (number of matched instances according to the human decision)/
(number of instances responded by the system).
Recall (R) = (number of matched instances according to the human decision)/ (total
number of instances in the dataset) and
F-Measure = (2*P*R / (P+R)).
During the execution, the systems resolute the entire target words in the datasets
either correctly or wrongly. So, the Precision and the Recall values are same.

Proposed Approach
First, in this work, the traditional Lesk algorithm has been developed as the baseline
algorithm.
In the typical Lesk algorithm, a short phrase is selected from the sentence containing
an ambiguous word. Next, the dictionary definition (gloss) of each of the senses of
that ambiguous word is compared with glosses of the other words in that particular
phrase. An ambiguous word is assigned with that particular sense, whose gloss has
highest number of overlap (number of words in common) with the glosses of other
words in that phrase.
Implementation of the Traditional Lesk Algorithm for WSD in Bengali
First of all, the traditional Lesk algorithm has been developed for Bengali language.
As a knowledge base, Bengali WordNet has been used and the length of the phrase
(size of the window of words) has been taken as 5 (five) including the ambiguous
word.
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The algorithm has been tested on 9 (nine) ambiguous words. But, the derived
accuracy was very poor due to the scarcity of sufficient data in the Bengali WordNet
for overlapping operation. This scarcity of overlap has a direct impact on the result.

Pre-Preprocessing
The following preprocessing tasks have been performed in this workSelection of Senses of the Ambiguous Words for Evaluation
The Sense Inventory for this approach has been considered as the sense definitions,
mentioned in the Bengali WordNet.
Table 1: Dictionary definitions of the ambiguous words as defined in
the Bengali WordNet
Word(sense1. POS: Gloss; sense2. POS: Gloss; ….. ; senseN. POS: Gloss)
পাো(a. NOUN: নব উদ্ভূ ে ক াম

পাো ক শ য় নব পল্লব; b. NOUN: ক াতের ওপতরর

ামডার পেদ া যা পরার ফত ো বন্ধ হতয় যায়; c. NOUN: ক ানও বই বা োো ইেযাকেতে াগাতনা
বস্তু যার েুকেত ই ক ো হয়; d. VERB: পাো রতয়তে যা কবোতনা)
শব্দ(a. NOUN: আক্ষর বা বর্দ ইেযাকে কেতয় তেকর আর মুে কেতয় উচ্চাকরে অথবা ক ো কেই
েংত ে; b. NOUN: কেই বস্তু যা কশানা যায় ধ্বকন আওয়াজ স্বর নাে কননাে)
মুে(a. NOUN: ক াতনা বস্তুর উপতরর বা বাইতরর কো া অংশ; b. NOUN: কেই অঙ্গ যা কেতয়
প্রার্ীরা থা বত এবং ক াজন তর; c. VERB: প্রায় ক াতনা েংত ে কবন্দুর কনকরতে ক াতনা কবতশষ
কেত থা া)
ফ (a. NOUN: ক ানও কবকশষ্ট ঋেু তে ফু

কথত

উত্পন্ন হওয়া শাাঁে বা বীতজ

রা বীজত াষ; b.

VERB: া প্রে হওয়া)
মাথা(a. NOUN: শরীতরর কেই অংশ যার মতযয মকিষ্ক থাত ; b. NOUN: ক াতনা উাঁ ু

বন মহ

প্র ৃ কের কশের; c. NOUN: এমন াজ মকিতষ্কর েুব কবশী শকি বযয় তর)
পা(a. NOUN: কেই পকরমার্ েূরত্ব যা এ

বাতর যাওয়া যায়; b. NOUN: বযকির পাতয়র েবতথত

নীত র অংশ যার উপর কেকন োডা হন বা যার োহাতযয ত ; c. VERB: যাওয়ার জনয পা উঠিতয়
অগ্রের হওয়া)
েময়(a. NOUN: ইকেহাতে প্রায় কনকেদ ষ্ট েময়েীমা; b. VERB: েময় ঠি
নাম(a. VERB: এমন ক েু

রা)

রা যাতে েযাকে বাতড; b. NOUN: কেই শব্দ যার দ্বারা ক াতনা

বস্তুবযকি প্র ৃ কের কবায হয় বা োত ডা া হয়; c. NOUN: ঈশ্বতরর নাতমর জপ)
ঘণ্টা(a. NOUN: েময় েূক ে রার জনয কয ঘণ্টা বাজাতনা হয়; b. NOUN: ষাঠ কমকনতটর েময়)
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Text Normalization
The texts collected from the Bengali corpus are not adequately normalized. So, a
manual text normalization procedure has been used before the work, as, (a)
detachment of punctuation marks like single quote, tilde, double quote, parenthesis,
comma, etc. that are attached to the words; (b) conversion of dissimilar fonts into
similar one; (c) removal of angular brackets, uneven spaces, broken lines, slashes, etc.
from sentences; and (d) identification of sentence terminal markers (i.e., dāri, note of
exclamation, and note of interrogation), etc.

Non-functional word removal
In Bengali, the definition of non-functional word varies work to work. No specific
rule is there to identify the non-functional words. Still, to reduce the size of the data to
some manageable length, few less informative words have been considered as nonfunctional words. For example, all postpositions, e.g., কেত (dike) “towards”, প্রকে
(prati) “per”, etc.; conjunctions, e.g., এবং (ebang) “and”, ক ন্তু (kintu) “but”, etc.;
interjections, e.g., বা! (bāh) “well”, আহা (āhā) “ah!”, etc.; pronouns, e.g., আকম (āmi)
“I”, েু কম (tumi) “you”, কে (se) “she” etc.; all articles, e.g., এ টি (ekṭi) “one”, etc. and
proper nouns, e.g., রাম (rām) “Ram”,
considered as stop words in this work.

াো (kalkātā) “Calcutta”, etc. have been

Text Lemmatization
To increase the lexical coverage of the data, texts are lemmatized before the work. In
this work, the texts are lemmatized using a Bengali lemmatizer tool. As the
lemmatization tool could not produce cent percent accurate result, the system
generated lemmatized texts have been manually modified upto certain extent.
After the execution of the traditional Lesk algorithm, the following output has been
achievedTable 2: Result obtained from the typical Lesk algorithm.
Word
পাো (pātā)

Number of test
instance
70

Number of correctly
evaluated instance
17

Accuracy using
typical Lesk
24%

শব্দ (shabda)

50

16

32%

মুে (mukh)

70

23

33%

ফ (fal)

50

14

28%

মাথা (māthā)

35

18

51%
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পা (pā)

50

12

24%

েময় (samay)

60

12

20%

নাম (nām)

50

12

24%

ঘণ্টা (ghantā)

50

20

40%

total

485

365

31%

The baseline accuracy has been achieved 31% using the typical Lesk approach.

Extension to the Baseline Method
In the extension of the proposed approach, to overcome this bottleneck of scarcity of
information in the test sentences and in the WordNet, the following extensions have
been adopted a) The window size has not been limited to a particular size, rather all the words of
the sentence except the stop words, have been considered as the collocating words.
b) Glosses of the collocating words and their synonymous words have also been
retrieved from the WordNet, because, the information obtained from the glosses are
insufficient for an overlap to be occurred.
c) To increase the number of overlap, the example sentences, given in the sense
definition of the words in the WordNet, have also been considered.
In the proposed approach (refer Fig. 1), first the input sentences (say: S1, S2, …, Sn)
have been retrieved randomly from the Bengali Text Corpus.
The text, retrieved from the Bengali corpus was non-normalized in nature, so it has
been normalized manually.
Next, the normalized text is lemmatized. The data set is lemmatized by a Bengali
Lemmatizer tool.
After removing the stop words from each sentence (Si: i=1,…,n), the meaningful
words and the synonymous words of the meaningful words have been accumulated
with the help of the Bengali WordNet.
Next, the glosses and example sentences of each of these words have been retrieved
from the WordNet and concatenated to form a string.
Then, the individual sense-carrying gloss of the ambiguous word has been compared
with the string to find the overlap.
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The maximum overlap resolute the actual sense of the ambiguous word in that
particular context.

Algorithm: Extended-Sense-Overlap
The algorithm of the proposed approach is given belowInput: Sentences from the Bengali corpus.
Output: Sense of the ambiguous word in that particular sentence.
Step 1: Sentences (S1, S2, …, Sn) are collected from the Bengali corpus.
Step 2: Annotation and lemmatization task performed.
Step 3: Repeat step 4 to 12 for each sentence (Si).
Step 4: Stop words are removed from the sentence.
Step 5: Meaningful words and their synonymous words are accumulated with the help
of WordNet.
Step 6: Repeat step 7 for individual word.
Step 7: The gloss and the example sentence of the word are retrieved and
concatenated to form a string.
Step 8: End of Step 6 loop.
Step 9: Repeat Step 10 for individual sense-representing gloss of the ambiguous word.
Step 10: Overlap is calculated between individual sense-representing gloss of the
ambiguous word and the string, generated at Step 7.
Step 11: End of Step 9 loop.
Step 12: The actual sense of the ambiguous word is represented from the maximum
overlap.
Step 13: End loop of Step 3
Step 14: Stop.

Complexity: The complexity of the algorithm is O(n.s.g), where n represents the
number of senses of the ambiguous word according to the WordNet; s represents the
number of words in the gloss of the ambiguous word; and g represents the number of
words in the gloss of the collocating words.
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Flow Chart
The flow chart of the proposed approach is given belowSentences from the corpus
Annotation and Lemmatization task
Each sentence taken
Ambiguous word
Individual gloss
from WordNet

Words
(except
key
word) of
the
sentence

Stop word removal
Meaningful words
and their Synonyms
from WordNet
Glosses and example sentences
of all the words retrieved and
concatenated to form a string
Finding overlap

Maximum overlap represents the sense

Figure 1: Flow chart of the proposed approach

RESULTS AND CORRESPONDING EVALUATIONS
The algorithm has been tested on 485 sentences of 9 ambiguous words. The 9
ambiguous words are selected as, পাো (pātā), শব্দ (shabda), মুে (mukh), ফ (fal), মাথা
(māthā), পা (pā), েময় (samay), নাম (nām) and ঘণ্টা (ghantā).
The efficiency of the algorithm has been calculated using Precision, Recall, and FMeasure as mentioned in previously.
The system resolutes the entire target words in the dataset either correctly or wrongly.
So, the Precision and the Recall values are same, as P=R=365/485=0.75 and FMeasure= 0.75.
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The following steps have been executed to evaluate the systemA Sample Non-normalized Text
The text, retrieved from the Bengali text corpus is non-normalized in nature (refer
Figure 2).

Figure 2: A sample non-normalized text from the Bengali corpus

A Sample Text after Manual Text Normalization
A sample normalized text, generated after the normalization process is given below
(refer Figure 3).

Figure 3: A sample normalized text.
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A Sample Input Data Set
A sample input file, after the lemmatization procedure is given below (refer Figure 4).

Figure 4: A sample input text.
A Sample Output File
A sample output file, generated by the system is given below (refer Figure 5).

Figure 5: A sample output text.

The percentage of accuracy obtained from the system is presented below:
Table 3: Overall result on 9 (nine) ambiguous words
Word

Number of test
instance

Number of correctly
evaluated instance

Accuracy after context
expansion

পাো (pātā)

70

59

84%

শব্দ (shabda)

50

42

84%

মুে (mukh)

70

51

73%

ফ (fal)

50

39

78%

মাথা (māthā)

35

20

57%
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পা (pā)

50

42

84%

েময় (samay)

60

42

70%

নাম (nām)

50

33

66%

ঘণ্টা (ghantā)

50

37

74%

total

485

365

75%

Few Close Observations
Two major bottlenecks have been observed in this methodologyFirst one is same as the other approaches, as the vast semantic nature of the Bengali
language. The supporting data sets to represent a particular sense are so different that
overlap could not occur in few cases.
Secondly, the scarcity of data in the Bengali WordNet is a big issue. As the Bengali
WordNet is under development, it is not a complete reference of knowledge base in
Bengali language.
And, few other important issues also appeared as obstacles during the implementation
of the system, asa) Vast semantic nature of Bengali language, b) Very large sentences with many
irrelevant contextual words, c) Very short sentences with lack of sufficient
information within them, d) Spelling errors of few words, e) Usefulness of few nonfunctional words in Bengali etc.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the proposed work, WSD in Bengali language has been presented using knowledge
based methodology. Although, the work has been tested on Bengali language, this
Context Expansion technique could be used for any low resource language. In the
Bengali WordNet, the synset hierarchy is not present which could expand the context
in more effective way.
In a close observation, it is noticed that, although the collocating words of a key word
have multiple meanings in the WordNet, they don’t participate in lexical overlap as
their sense domains are different.
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